ANZIC PRE-PROPOSAL WRITING
WORKSHOP SUPPORT
ANZI

2018

C-IODP

Lead Applicant:
Lead Institution:
Lead Applicant contact details (Institutional address, email, work phone no.)

Other co-applicants and institutions (max. 5, indicate with an asterisk any ECRs involved):
Workshop Title:
Proposed dates of workshop:
Proposed location of workshop:
IODP Theme Alignment: Circle one.
1 Climate and Ocean Change: Reading the past, informing the future.
2 Biosphere Frontiers: Deep life and environmental forcing of evolution.
3 Earth Connections: Deep processes and their Impact on Earth’s surface environment.
4 Earth in Motion: processes and hazards on human time scales.
Please circle the main challenge/s under the selected theme your proposal aligns with:
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Please indicate which of the Australasian IODP Regional Planning Workshop proposals you
are linked to:
Will this workshop seek to have the ANZIC office cover IODP writing process:
No
Yes
If yes, please discuss your need with the ANZIC program scientist prior to submission.

ANZIC PRE-PROPOSAL WRITING
WORKSHOP SUPPORT 2018 CONT.
Please provide an outline that includes the aim of the workshop, a brief outline of the
workshop activities, the numbers anticipated, the process to include IODP community
members that cannot attend, and a timeline to submission of the IODP proposal (maximum
300 words).

Please provide a detailed budget for the workshop (in Australian $), ensure any leverage
funding or resources are identified.
Item

Description

ANZIC AUD$

OTHER AUD$

Add/remove lines as appropriate.
TOTALS

Please supply an appropriate short and clear institutional support letter if you have secured
additional funds or in-kind resources. Such a support letter is not included in the 3 page
maximum for the application.
When completed, please send the application as a single pdf file to the ANZIC program
scientist (anzic.programscientist@anu.edu.au ) by 12 noon, 20th April 2018.
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